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The organs of St Matthias and St Simon are significant insofar as they represent two time-
capsule instruments. Unlike new or rebuilt organs like Emmanuel (1876/2001), St 
Andrew’s (1957/1993), or St Peter’s (1957/2007), the organs at North Hill and Mount 
Gould have had comparatively little done to them in the last hundred years: manual and 
drawstop actions are mechanical or pneumatic lever; manual keyboards appear well over 
a century old; and registration aids are limited to three or four composition pedals. Each is 
housed in mildly ‘architectural’ cases at the east end of the south aisle, with consoles en 
fenêtre (i.e. built into the casework); each has two façades of elaborately stencilled pipes; 
and each was provided with a very well-developed three-manual specification. On paper, 
the specifications are not dissimilar, but aurally the instruments have strikingly different 
personalities. 
 
Our visit on 19 June began at Charles-with-St Matthias, that landmark of Plymouth 
limestone at the top of North Hill, with its magnificent 120-foot tower. Built in 1887 to a fine 
‘perpendicular’ design by James Hine, the architect of Plymouth’s 1874 Guildhall, the 
church was largely paid for by Mrs Anne Watts in memory of her husband, Matthias Watts. 
The organ was installed two years later. Some uncertainty has surrounded its origin, but 
an entry in White’s Directory for 1890, found by our member Robin Tugwell, clarifies: 
‘Since the consecration of the church [1887] two important additions have been made: an 
organ of 40 stops by Hele and Son, at a cost of £800, and a handsome east window, the 
gifts of A. R. Telby, Esq.’ For a Hele instrument it is unusual in design, both structurally 
and tonally. Perhaps there was an advisor; or maybe there was some attempt to copy the 
recently installed Willis at Sherwell. The specification is exceptionally well developed: full 
diapason choruses from 16′ to Mixture III on Great and Swell; an abundance of reeds (five 
on the Swell! including the only Vox Humana in Plymouth); and a host of flutes, gedackts 
and string stops that wouldn’t disgrace a cathedral organ. Added to this is the expensive 
Barker machine on the Great, providing pneumatic assistance, and a solid carved oak 
case. (The ubiquitous pitch pine is eschewed in this church. Quality is evident everywhere 
in the furnishings, and Stonehouse’s Fouracre & Son did their very best with the stained 
glass.) 
 
We know that the Taunton firm of Osmond tended this instrument in the early twentieth 
century, but what work they did remains mysterious. As it stands, the console looks like a 
1930s rebuild, with its angled stop jambs. Perhaps the balanced swell pedal dates from 
this time as well. Otherwise the instrument is very much a child of the 1880s. 
 
For some time the St Matthias organ has not been in the best of health, the greatest 
ailment being its chronic shortness of breath. The organ was originally blown by a main 
blower (housed picturesquely in a brick shed to the south of the church) and a small 
auxiliary blower at the back of the case. For the last few years, however, the old dear has 
been winded by the baby blower alone – with predictable results. Added to this is the fact 
that the main double-rise reservoir was replaced with what can only be described as a 
glorified airbag. Nevertheless, it is surprising what the organ can do and we were able to 
explore most of its aspects quite well. 



 
St Matthias, North Hill, Plymouth 

Hele & Co., 1889; Geo. Osmond & Co., early 20th-cent. 

Manual compass: C–a''' (58 notes)          Pedal compass: C–f' (30 notes) 
Manual action: tracker (with Barker lever assistance to Great) 
Pedal action: tubular pneumatic      Stop action: mechanical 

 
Great Organ  Swell Organ 
Double Diapason [lowest 12 stopped] 16 Double Diapason [stopped] 16 
Large Open Diapason 8 Open Diapason 8 
Small Open Diapason 8 Gedact 8 
Claribel 8 Echo Gamba 8 
Principal 4 Celeste [tenor C] 8 
Harmonic Flute 4 Principal 4 
Twelfth 22/3 Fifteenth 2 
Fifteenth 2 Mixture (17.19.22) III 
Mixture (17.19.22) III Contra Fagotto 16 
Trumpet 8 Cornopean 8 
  Oboe 8 
Choir Organ  Vox Humana 8 
Gedact 8 Clarion 4 
Gamba 8  
Dulciana 8 Pedal Organ 
Flute 4 Open Diapason 16 
Piccolo 2 Bourdon 16 
Clarinet [full compass] 8 Violoncello 8 
  Trombone 16 
Couplers   
Swell to Great Unison   
Swell to Great Super  Accessories 
Swell to Great Sub  3 combination pedals to Great 
Swell to Choir  3 combination pedals to Swell 
Great to Pedal  Reversible pedal for Great to Pedal 
Swell to Pedal  Tremulant (foot lever) 
Choir to Pedal  Balanced swell pedal 
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It is heartening to report that the folk of St Matthias have taken the decision to remedy the 
wind problem and Christopher Gray of Midland Organ, Hele & Co. Ltd, will be installing a 
new German blower later in the year. How nice it would be if, at the same time, a little care 
could be given to certain irregularities in voicing (especially on the Great). In reality, the 
organ needs a full cleaning and overhaul to bring it back to its original state: dirty pipes 
can’t speak properly and maladjusted actions make life very difficult for the player. 
 
As hinted at above, this organ has several features which make it unique in Plymouth (and 
further afield). Given its largely unaltered state, it is important, historically and musically, 
that it be given a reasonably conservative type of ‘restoration’ so as to preserve its 
character. 
 
Like so many instruments in Plymouth and elsewhere, it is rather disadvantaged by the 
church’s desiccated acoustic. The organ builder also chose to voice a number of the stops 
(particularly those on the Choir) in a rather constrained way. Pleasant enough as individual 
ranks, the effect of several combinations of stops is a little ‘narrow’ in these parched 
conditions. That said, there is much to enjoy on the instrument and, with thoughtful 
registration, a surprisingly wide range of repertoire can be played. It is also pleasing that 
the organ loses little volume or definition throughout the building and sounds much the 
same at the west end. 
 
One feature of the visit that will, I am sure, remain etched on our memories is the great 
welcome given to us by Sharon Hobbs, the organist, and a delightful team led by Julie 
Williams. These good people provided a delicious lunch. Indeed, so good was it that one 
felt that the Cornish Organists’ Association (renowned for its devotion to fine teas) might 
need to look to its laurels! To all these people, and to Denis Luscombe, my initial contact, 
we give our profound thanks. 

*     *     * 

St Simon’s is little more than a mile and a half north-west in Mount Gould and thence we 
conveyed our well-filled bodies (self on a much-decayed pushbike) for the 2.15 p.m. kick-
off. Here, in Farringdon Road, we were given a very pleasant welcome by the 
churchwarden, Monica Blyther, and the organist of St John, Sutton-on-Plym, Philip 
Mitchell. 
 
This church was built during Edward VII’s brief reign to a design by the delightfully named 
Harbottle Reed, an Exeter architect. It is a lofty hall-church with aisles roughly the same 
height as the nave. Pevsner notes the strong debt to W. D. Caröe (the architect working at 
that time on St Gabriel’s). Inside, the church is built of unplastered purple-grey Dulverton 
stone, and this has a profound effect on the acoustic. Surely, it is no exaggeration to say 
that St Simon’s has the finest acoustic in the region: a warm, unclogged two-second 
reverberation that lends enchantment to organ and vocal music. 
 
Unlike the organ of St Matthias, we know a fair bit about this instrument’s past – at least in 
broad-brush terms. We were fortunate to have a helpful introduction to the organ by Philip 
Mitchell; further details were provided by an admirable handout written by Peter Marr, 
based on Maurice Eglinton’s examination of the pipework in 1998 and information from the 
National Pipe Organ Register. 
 
Just as the church’s acoustic is hugely memorable, it must be the case that the organ is 
one of the finest in Plymouth (or even the West Country). As it stands, it has all the 
hallmarks of a first-rate mid-nineteenth century instrument: fine, clean, forthright diapason 
choruses with quint mixtures; superbly voiced flutes of great character and variety; 
excellent Hele reeds of 1912; and several string stops, including a very beautiful Hill-style 
Bell Gamba on the Choir. BIOS and the Rev Dr Nicholas Thistlewaite (author of the 
monumental The Making of the Victorian Organ, CUP, 1990) would drool over this 



instrument. Whatever happens in the next few years, it must surely be one of this 
Association’s highest priorities to protect the instrument and encourage its full restoration.  
 
So what of its history? 
 
The organ began its life in 1707 in the church of St Peter Mancroft, Norwich; the builder 
was Renatus Harris. How much of his early eighteenth-century pipework remains is 
doubtful; I would guess very little indeed, for the reasons that follow. 
 
George Pike England (died 1814) was the next builder to have a go and it seems quite a 
possibility that several stops (or parts of stops) may be from this very early period. 
 
Then, in around 1868–9, Alfred Noble of Norwich moved the instrument from the west end 
of St Peter Mancroft (where the Peter Collins organ now hangs) to the north transept. 
There is no evidence to suggest that he made many alterations. 
 
William Hedgeland of London seems to have made significant changes in 1875; my guess 
would be that the soundboards and mechanism date from this time. Extraordinarily, the 
organ was moved yet again to the east end of the south chancel aisle. 
 
Five years later, the great Norwich firm of Norman & Beard got in on the act. Maddeningly, 
we have no indication of what work they did: voicing? tonal additions? who knows? 
 
Around 1910, fashionable St Peter Mancroft felt that a brand new organ was needed. 
Interestingly, the job was awarded to Hele & Co. Ltd, who built a good-sized four-manual 
organ for the church with 49 speaking stops. The (Renatus Harris?) case was sold to 
Great Yarmouth parish church, where it was destroyed in 1941. 
 
Hele took the old organ, presumably as part-payment, and in 1912 reassembled it in the 
new St Simon’s. The utilitarian pipe-racks and mismatched panelling must be Hele work, 
though the façade pipes seem old. (At that time the church was unfinished and rejoiced in 
a galvanised-iron west end. Limestone completion had to wait until 1956.) 
 
It would not be unreasonable for an observer to question what sort of mongrel had been 
engendered by these various hands over 200 years. Yet such doubts can easily be 
dispelled by playing the organ for two minutes! 
 
Undoubtedly, the sound is aided by the flattering acoustic, but the integrity, cohesion and 
vitality of the choruses is never in doubt; nor is the superb and characterful voicing. All of 
this was achieved on a discreet 2⅞-inch wind pressure (noted on the pitch pipe by one of 
the Norwich boys). On the same pipe is noted the pitch: 643. This is unclear. To my 
perfect-pitched ears the organ sounded darn close to A440. 
 
The organ has a fairly predictable tracker action structure: the Great is immediately above 
the player at the front of the case, the Swell is behind and two feet above the Great, and 
the Choir is at the back at the same level as the Great. The three Pedal stops, on tubular 
pneumatic action, are at the eastern end of the case. Most interestingly, the Open 16′ has 
stencilled pipes; it must have formed one of the side façades when the organ was in the 
Norwich north transept or south chancel aisle. The stencilling has a discretion about it that 
suggests an earlier rather than a later date. 
 
We were fortunate to have the company of Maurice Eglinton for this visit. He delighted me 
by tearing off most of the south-facing panelling to expose some of the wind system, the 
action, and the pedal pipework. Throwing caution to the winds, he then unscrewed the 
west front panel to gain access to the Great and Swell passage board.  
 



St Simon, Mount Gould, Plymouth 

Renatus Harris, 1707; G. P. (?) England, ? before 1814; Alfred Noble, 1869; 
William Hedgeland, 1875; Norman & Beard, 1880 (et al.?); Hele & Co. 1912, 1998 

Great Organ  10 stops. 2 spare slides between Fifteenth and Mixture. C and C� sides. 
 

Double Diapason 16 Early, spelt ‘Dble’. G20–B24 ex-Harmonic Flute pieced out. C25 marked ‘J.Hele of l 16.Jan 24 
1891’. 

Large Open Diapason 8 G�21 upwards marked correctly; lowest 20 pipes miscellaneous, Small mouths. Burnished. 
 

Small Open Diapason 8 Marked correctly, Same maker as Double Diapason from C13 upwards, Early. 
 

Flauto Traverso 8 Lowest 20 pipes red-sized wood, very old. Oak caps and blocks, square holes in blocks for 
feet. Tops cut very rough. Early pipework, but G�21 upwards Hele 1912 

Principal 4 Lowest 14 early, same maker as Double Diapason. Copperplate writing, mouths scored, small 
ears. Middle C25 and Treble C37 both marked ‘Pitch 643 Pres 2⅞ Pitch Norwich’. 

Flauto Traverso 4 Hele 1998. 
 

Twelfth 2
2
/3 Marked ‘Dul.’; very old. Fine nicking, greenish patina. Pressed bayleaf mouths. Very early, the 

oldest metal pipework on this manual. 
Fifteenth 2 Spotted metal. Copperplate marking. Fine nicking. Very early. 

 
Mixture (15.19.22) III Breaks to 8.12.15 at middle C (misses 12.15.19 break). Same maker as Large Open 

Diapason. Small mouths. Burnished. 
Trumpet 8 Hele 1912. 

 
Swell Organ  10 stops. Bass pipes arranged centrally. Tuned from back of box. 

 
Bourdon 16 Basses very early. 

 
Open Diapason 8 Small mouths. Burnished. 

 
Gedact 8 Chimney Flute from C25 upwards, marked ‘Sesqui’. 

 
Salicional 8 Hele 1912. 

 
Voix Celestes 8 Marked ‘choir’. Same maker as Great Double Diapason and Small Open Diapason 

 
Principal 4 Some very early. 

 
Piccolo 2 Some very early. 

 
Mixture (19.22) II Some very early. 

 
Cornopean 8 Hele 1912. 

 
Oboe 8 Hele 1912. 

 
Choir Organ  6 stops. C and C� sides. 

 

Open Diapason 8 Swell Open Diapason; early. 
 

Clarabella 8 Bass very early. 
 

Viol di Gamba [tenor 
C] 

8 A Bell Gamba; very early. 
 

Flute 4 Lowest 12 pipes Hele; rest marked Sesquialtera Great and Mixture. 
 

Flautina 2 Mix. [?]; late. 
 

Clarinet [tenor C] 8 No holes drilled in soundboard for a bottom octave. 
 

Pedal Organ   
 

Open Diapason 16 Stencilled designs. The 16′ stops may be early, pre-dating Hedgeland, in the style of mid-
nineteenth-century ‘pedal pipes’. 

Bourdon 16 Bourdon and Bass Flute both on a slider chest. 
 

Bass Flute 8 Independent. 
 

Couplers  Accessories  
Swell to Great  3 composition pedals to Great Manual action: tracker 
Swell to Choir  3 composition pedals to Swell Pedal action: tubular pneumatic 
Great to Pedal  Reversible pedal for Great to Pedal  
Swell to Pedal  Trigger swell pedal Manual compass: C–g''' (56 notes) 
Choir to Pedal   Pedal compass: C–f' (30 notes) 

The pipework of this organ was examined by Maurice Eglinton in 1998 and the notes 
above are the result of his work, plus some observations by Richard Line. 



 

 

 

 

St Simon, Mount Gould, Plymouth – Jason Smart 



 
It was the Great pipework and soundboard that Maurice worked upon in 1998: both are 
looking in fine fettle. Much can be gathered from its layout. It’s a tight-filled soundboard, 
with C and C sharp sides, but no central walkway. Much of the pipework looks mid-
nineteenth century, but, because of the way some of the pipes are made, there are clearly 
earlier ranks. There is much plain metal, with the occasional leavening of spotted metal. 
The bass of the 8′ flute must also be very old (but as old as Renatus?) – the treble is a fine 
Hele of 1912. Maurice added an excellent 4′ flute in 1998; it has a delightful Nason quality. 
Much of the pipework is very finely nicked, which again is suggestive. 
 
Another fascinating discovery was made. The Great has two spare slides between the 
Fifteenth and the 15.19.22 Mixture. Clearly intended for small-scale pipework, it seems 
quite likely that these slides would have housed a Tierce and a Larigot (both of which were 
noted on earlier specifications). 
 
We never penetrated the Swell box (operated by a ‘trigger’ swell pedal), but the Choir 
Organ was clear to see. Most of this division seems to have been patched together with 
odds and ends: a Swell Open Diapason there; an old bass flute and a Hele Clarabella; a 
Hele flute bass and a flute treble made of pipes originally intended for a Mixture and 
Sesquialtera. Oh! the alchemy of organ building! And there was that delicious Bell Gamba 
– the only one I know of in Plymouth. 
 
Given its great age, and the fact that maintenance these days is limited to one tuning a 
year, the organ is in remarkably good condition. The four or five pieces I played at the end 
of the afternoon could be registered with ease, every stop doing exactly what one 
expected. 
 
Without doubt, this organ needs the kinds of protection offered by BIOS, and it most 
certainly should be recorded for Anne Page’s Historic Organ Sound Archive (HOSA). 
 
This was an interesting day, providing the PDOA with much food for thought. 
 

 

St Simon, Mount Gould – Peter Thurley 


